"With the Green Solutions Awards, Eiffage has shown that Cestas is much more than a photovoltaic power plant", Dena Villanueva, Eiffage

In 2017, Eiffage participated in the Green Solutions Awards, an international competition for sustainable solutions organized each year by Construction21. Awarded the French User’s choice, Cestas is one of Europe's best-performing photovoltaic plants. For Dena Villanueva, Eiffage Group Sustainable Development and Innovation Officer, the competition highlighted the company’s sustainable development approach from design to end-of-life, beyond energy performance. Discover this extraordinary project!

Can you tell us about your career and Eiffage’s commitment to renewable energy?

As an architect, I joined the Eiffage group in 2009 through the Energy division within an in-house research department dedicated to renewable energies; where I specialized in this field and more specifically in photovoltaics (...)

Read more on Construction21